STALL REQUIREMENTS

This form is designed to record any Equipment/Site requirements

WE WOULD APPRECIATE THE RETURN OF THIS TO THE OFFICE
BY 1ST SEPTEMBER.

It will greatly assist the planning arrangements for the Fair and convening of your stall that day.

To facilitate the allocation of the equipment, please complete the following details so we can accommodate each stall’s need. We would like to purchase in bulk to help manage costs and deliveries fees.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:

Do you require any of the following (specify quantity):

- MARQUEE:
- PORTASHADE:
- TRESTLE TABLE:
- CLASSROOM TABLE:
- CHAIRS:
- POWER/EXT. CORD:
- BIN:
- WALK IN FRIDGE SPACE:
- ESQUI:
- BBQ:
- OTHER EQUIPMENT:
- METAL TRAY:
- THONGS:
- GLOVES:
- PAPER TOWEL:
- WHIPES:
- OIL:
- ICE (BAGS):
- SAUCE (TYPE):
- PLATES (SIZE):
- CUTTLERY (TYPE):
- NAPKINS (PACK OF 100):
- OTHER: